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Sustainable purchasing practices: An investigation into current industry awareness and practice

Frank Palisi, Kathryne Newton, and Edward Sweeney

Abstract
This research study illustrates the importance of sustainable purchasing practices for organizations in the U.S. distribution industry and answers several important questions: what is the current awareness of U.S. organizations regarding sustainable purchasing practices; to what extent are U.S. organizations evaluating, selecting, and retaining suppliers based upon sustainable purchasing practices; and to what extent are sustainable purchasing practices being implemented by the U.S. organizations under study? With an ever increasing global economy, is it critically important for organizations to put in place sustainability practices; the biggest impact organizations can make is often in an organization’s purchasing department. The researcher begins by explaining the reasoning for conducting the research, and then builds the readers’ understanding of sustainability in a supply chain environment. It then moves to the subject of how sustainable purchasing can be an advantageous method for bringing about “triple bottom line” savings to an organization. This section is followed by the researcher’s methodology and ending results for a survey conducted to examine the current awareness and implementation of sustainable purchasing practices among U.S. plumbing, heating, cooling and piping (PHCP) distribution firms who participated in the study.

As organizations become more global and interact with organizations in different communities and corresponding governments around the world, one result is an increased chance of supply disruptions and potential brand image damage. Organizations need to focus on training their employees on sustainable purchasing practices (SPP) to ensure protection from external threats and supply disruptions. Countless organizations made the mistake of purchasing materials or products from unethical suppliers and had to deal with the resulting negative consequences. These consequences come in many forms but all affect the organization’s triple bottom line. To protect an organization from financial fines and losses in market share an organization should focus on supply chain transparency between upstream and downstream members. Sustainability may be thought of as protecting one’s organization from any threat that may disrupt normal business activities. By looking ahead an organization may better protect their product from being eliminated due to scarcity of resources or increased legislative regulations.1 To truly be sustainable an organization must eradicate risks to their business. An organization is only able to do this by adhering to practices supporting the three pillars that constitute sustainability: environmental, social, and economic responsibility. These three pillars are also described as an organization’s triple bottom line performance.2
Since 1950 the world’s population has more than doubled, energy production has tripled, and economic output has increased by a factor of five. Products in developed countries are continuously being produced without care for manufacturing and product inefficiencies, thus creating more pollution than necessary. This is done to meet an ever-consuming societal demand. Countries and organizations must turn towards the concepts of sustainability or they risk seeing their natural resources disappear.

This study focused on the procurement function of the supply chain and the various forces a buyer may use to implement SPP. The purchasing department is often the first point of contact between external and internal suppliers. These personnel are in charge of what is allowed into the product and facility. Relationships and trust are formed between the buying and selling organizations through the buyer role, and it is the maintenance of these relationships and strategic partnerships that have a large impact on long term sustainability and innovation in purchasing practices. The buyer-supplier relationship is of great importance to help nurture and implement sustainable strategies throughout an entire supply chain (SC).

Though today a buyer can affect the sustainability of the SC, this has not always been the case. In the 1950s the buying organization looked mainly upon the price of a product when choosing a supplier. Now in the 2000’s a buyer must take a holistic view; with increased public scrutiny from around the globe it is now important for a buyer to factor in countless variables when selecting a supplier. This holistic view is a critical part of sustainability. An organization cannot limit their view to solely their immediate suppliers. An organization must look as far upstream the SC as possible and also consider how their products are being used and disposed of downstream to safeguard ethical and legal boundaries. When selecting a supplier it is important to be cautious of suppliers that only meet the minimum qualifications of current legislation, rather than taking the larger, more holistic view of sustainability. It is important to be proactive and try to predict the damage a process or product may cause, and try to reduce it to forgo future legislation.

The purchasing personnel in the majority of organizations throughout the United States are already using sustainable practices in one way or another by participating in cross-functional teams that save millions of dollars by reducing waste. Some sustainable practices have been in implementation for decades such as lean production/manufacturing, life cycle analysis (LCA), and product life extension (remanufacturing). Organizations’ product development programs are now becoming more involved with their suppliers and the boundaries of organizations are beginning to blur.
Organizations are realizing benefits of SPP by incorporating suppliers into the initial steps of product development. Suppliers are sources of ideas, technology, time savings, energy, materials, and money; often acting as external consultants. However, more training is needed with small and medium enterprises (SMEs) for both the supplier and buyer organizations to fully achieve sustainability.\textsuperscript{13,14,15} The study examined the notion that resource restrictions were often the reason that SMEs were unwilling or unable to participate in training their purchasing departments on SPP. The need for larger organizations to aid their SME suppliers in the effort to educate the purchasing department is evident when one stops to consider the potential positive outcomes of such actions. A ripple effect could occur if large buying organizations used their market power to transform their supply base into more efficient and sustainable suppliers. Other buying organizations from the same suppliers would have the benefit of more efficient products and/or processes in place. The overall end result could be reduced prices in the marketplace and a potential competitive advantage for all organizations in the vertical channels impacted.

Organizations must rely heavily on their individual employees’ ethics to maintain a standard of social responsibility. A continual threat to ethical sustainability is the intrinsic opportunistic behavior inside every individual to be better than their competition. This can lead to dealings with suppliers who are not fully transparent in how they have approved product purchases or have cut a few corners to make up for increasing overhead costs. Such behavior can lead to costly unneeded monitoring from an outside source (i.e. government officials, third party consultants). By creating an ethical culture, an organization creates an advantage against their competitors because the cost for the personnel, the work hours, and the supplies that go into monitoring systems would be superfluous.\textsuperscript{16}

Survey Research
This study was conducted using a structured web-based survey created from pertinent literature. It was emailed to the American Supply Association member database including manufacturers and distributors. Data for this research was collected via a web-based structured survey. Data was easily analyzed from the online surveys due to the use of Purdue Qualtrics which aided in statistical and graphical interpretations of the data. The use of an online survey also aided with the elimination of error from transcribing the data and thereby also contributed to the validity of the results. The utilization of closed-questioning was for simplifying the analysis of the data and also to reduce the amount of time it took for the survey to be completed. The population was sent an email with a short description of the researcher and what the researcher hoped to accomplish through the survey. This was done to bring a humanistic connection between the participant and the study. The survey was made up of 25 possible questions and took between 5-10 minutes to complete. The survey was split up into three different sections: demographic (Q1-10), training on sustainable purchasing (Q11-15), and implementation of sustainable
purchasing (Q16-25), respectively. Only one section at a time was presented to the participants. Survey items were developed from previously validated work. A pilot survey was conducted with subject matter experts prior to the survey administration to increase its validity.

The study’s participants were asked about the relationship between them and their suppliers to find out if there was a solid foundation of trust between the two parties. A low 7.69% of the population said the promises made by their suppliers were considered unreliable. This solid foundation of trust is what creates a strong relationship that allows for a more supportive SC which leads to new innovations and cost savings. This strong relationship was demonstrated in the results as 61.53% of the respondents stated they solved supplier problems jointly.

When it comes to SC monitoring, 69% of the population did not conduct environmental audits of their suppliers which meant at least one pillar of sustainability is not typically fulfilled. For the remaining population who replied, 28% responded the environmental audit for foreign suppliers was more lenient than for domestic suppliers. This is not a major concern in a way for small and medium (SME) buying organizations because there is not a large publicized focus on SMEs as there is for large organizations. SMEs are currently more able to tread softly below suspicion from any external organization or stakeholder. Also, an organization cannot expect to monitor their supplier’s environmental awareness and benchmarking when the buying organization does not actively participate in such activities; it was found that 97% of the population did not participate in environmental auditing of their own organization. This problem is again very common when it comes to SMEs with relatively limited human resources and lack of competency in SPP. While the majority of the population responded their domestic suppliers’ evaluations were more informal than formal at 65.38% to 23.08%, respectively, this again reconfirmed that with SMEs it is difficult to monitor and evaluate foreign suppliers.

Recently, there is an increasing trend for organizations to form strategic partnerships with non-governmental organizations (NGOs). These relationships can be mutually beneficial. While the NGO is able to have their point heard by large organizations and help spur change, the large organizations are able to view the main concerns of the local community and do not have to invest the use of their own resources to survey or even combat a local disturbance.

There are several obstacles to overcome when thinking about the implementation of SPP:

- High cost of environmental programs
- Uneconomical recycling
• Uneconomical reusing
• Lack of management commitment
• Lack of buyer awareness
• Lack of supplier awareness
• Lack of company-wide environmental standards or auditing programs
• Loose state environmental regulation
• Loose federal environmental regulation

Many of these obstacles can be overcome by educating the purchasing department which will create the trickle-down effect of knowledge from buyer to supplier. Once the buyers are educated, the suppliers typically follow due to the implementation of new purchasing practices.

As though implementing sustainable purchasing practices (SPP) through a domestic supply chain was not difficult enough when all parties have the same government regulations and NGO pressures. The implementation of sustainability practices with foreign suppliers becomes even more difficult due to the reduction of communal stakeholders and government mandated regulations to adhere to. The foreign supplier may have lax regulations or no pressure from a NGO to change their working conditions, which was found to be the case in this study. This all ties back to the buying organization having more clout and being able to show top management the usefulness of sustainability practices. Many organizations fail at gaining top management support for SPP. Of the majority of SMEs in this study, many did not include sustainability goals in their corporate goals. This shows the lack of knowledge that top management has regarding the subject of sustainability and the positive influence it could have on their business decisions. However, this knowledge was present in those surveyed. 17% of the population responded as having a good understanding of SPP, while the remaining population declared of having very bad to zero understanding of SPP. Further validating this lack of understanding, survey results demonstrated that many believed that training on SPP would not be beneficial and would not impact their buying decisions. Better training techniques need to be developed with a low cost mind frame so training can be provided to SMEs such as those participating in this study. It was obvious that the study participants lacked awareness of the possible benefits that could be achieved from SPP training.

To verify the extent that participants were not aware of SPP, the study asked how they perceived their organizations participated in different activities. Fourteen different practices considered standard in SPP were listed to see if by chance the respondents were actively participating, but did not comprehend that the practices were SPP. Out of the 14 different practices only four activities stood out from the pack as being actively
participated in: volunteering at local charities; donating to philanthropic organizations; ensuring safe, incoming movement of product to their facility; and reducing packaging material. These activities are considered within an organization’s control and are relatively straightforward processes to change. A respectable 46% of the respondents did understand that a change in the way products were being packaged and shipped as a way to be more environmentally sound and reduce the amount of virgin material used.

However, the vast majority still had the mindset from the 1970’s that purchasing decisions should be made strictly based on the price and quality. The majority of the population had not broadened their concerns to the life cycle of their products nor any of the potential external impacts of their products as they move through their supply chains (SC). Every organization is different with different business factors that must be satisfied and their own route to managing their SC. Many do not have the resources to take advantage of the many opportunities afforded to them with a sustainable mind set. The more time a buyer interacts with a supplier, the more sustainability practices and cost savings can be achieved. Resource constraints play a role in the available time an individual has to participate in training or educating suppliers along with driving innovations into their daily operations.

One of the last questions related to the evaluation of SPP implementation when selecting suppliers. The respondents were asked to grade a list of six factors regarding how important they were in selecting a supplier. The top two factors were price and quality, which as stated earlier, have long been the traditional criteria for purchasing organizations. This is because these factors are easily evaluated and have been the focus in purchasing as cost saving and quality measures. But an organization with a sustainable mind set would have also ranked environmental impact and business practices as number two or three importance. This population ranked the business practices and environmental impact of suppliers as their lowest concerns. These two factors would require them to have further in-depth knowledge of their suppliers, and would require an evaluation audit of each supplier to be undertaken before a job was awarded to a particular supplier. Supplier location was ranked as a medium concern with this population which can be due to just-in-time modeling and lead-time concerns, rather of environmental or social impacts created by using local suppliers.

Recommendations

Organizations need to invest in training their employees on how to bring sustainability into their daily decision-making. This all starts with upper management placing sustainability issues into their organization. Without support from top management to change the mindset of the organization, the purchasing department will never become aware of how big of an impact it can make on the bottom line. Along with asking
suppliers to make changes along the sustainability horizon, the buying organization must be the first to show investment by investing internally. It is this researcher’s recommendation these organizations begin with several actions that could be considered “low hanging fruit” including: reduction of packaging; incorporation of sustainability in their organization’s objectives; and the establishment of goals for reducing hazardous waste from their facility and reducing the use of virgin material. As an organization begins the process of moving to a more sustainable horizon, the organization needs to continue to improve and use guidelines such as ISO 140001 and the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) to aid their development. The next recommendation is for these organizations to benchmark themselves against best practices both internally and externally for improvement year after year. A privately owned organization without the pressures of the government or shareholders has no reason to change or report unless it comes from top management. Organizations need to invest in monitoring their suppliers both foreign and domestic, but more importantly need to monitor themselves to protect their own facilities from regulative fines, and to be prepared for further state and national legislation. As an industry it would be in their self-interests to use ASA as a common discussion point to develop supplier evaluation and monitoring techniques to be shared and implemented industry wide. This would help negate further creation of costly legislation and help improve the opportunity for cost savings. The last recommendation to organizations is to begin and progress with small changes to policy. When small changes are made they are easily attainable and more importantly, sustainable.
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